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Communicated by the Editors 
In Campbell (1982, IMS Lecture Notes-Monograph Series Vol. 2, pp. 243-256, 
IMS, Hayward, CA) and Campbell and Foldes (1982, Proceedings, Internal. Colloq. 
Nonparametric Statist. Inform., 1980, North-Holland, New York) some asymptotic 
properties of bivariate empirical hazard processes under random censoring are 
given. Taking the representation of the empirical hazard process for bivariate 
randomly censored samples in Campbell, op. cit., as a starting point and restricting 
attention to strong properties, we obtain a speed of strong convergence for the 
weighted bivariate empirical hazard processes as well as a speed of strong uniform 
convergence for bivariate hazard rate estimators. Our approach is based on a local 
fluctuation inequality for the bivariate hazard process and differs from the mar- 
tingale methods quite often used in the univariate case. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Martingale methods provide an elegant and powerful tool to derive 
strong and weak convergence properties of the empirical hazard process 
and related processes based on censored random samples; see, e.g., Aalen 
[ 1, 21, Gill [ 11, 121, and Shorack and Wellner [ 18, Chap. 71. Questions 
concerning speed of almost sure convergence or extension to multivariate 
censored observations, however, do not seem to be considered yet along 
these lines. Since the empirical hazard process is composed of an ordinary 
and compound empirical process, a direct alternative approach might be 
patterned on well-known properties of these processes. Of particular 
importance are the local fluctuation inequalities available for both ordinary 
multivariate empirical processes (see, e.g., Einmahl [9]) and compound 
multivariate empirical processes that are allowed to have random jumps 
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(see Einmahl and Ruymgaart [lo]). In Section 2 we exploit these 
inequalities to obtain a local fluctuation inequality for the multivariate 
empirical hazard process; for notational convenience we will restrict atten- 
tion to the bivariate case. 
Local fluctuation inequalities of this kind typically play a fundamental 
role in the study of global weak and strong asymptotic properties of the 
processes involved. In Section 3 we apply this inequality to obtain a speed 
of strong convergence for the weighted bivariate empirical hazard process; 
we briefly sketch, moreover, how a speed of strong uniform convergence of 
bivariate hazard rate estimators may be obtained. In the univariate case the 
speed of convergence of hazard rate and related estimators can be found in 
Schafer [ 173, where a related method is used. A classical approach to weak 
convergence of the empirical hazard process is given in Efron [8] and 
Breslow and Crowley [4]. The initiating paper on this subject is Kaplan 
and Meier [ 133 ; see also Meier [ 151. In the bivariate case some 
asymptotic properties are obtained in Campbell [S, 61 and Campbell and 
Fiildes [7]. A practical motivation for the study of censoring in the mul- 
tivariate case is contained in Campbell [6]. 
Let (Xl,, Xl,), . . . . (x,,, , x,,,) and ( Yll, Yd, . . . . ( Y,,l, Y,d be two 
mutually independent sets of i.i.d. random vectors with values in 
[0, co) x [0, oo), let F be the common d.f. of the (Xi,, Xi2) and G the 
common d.f. of the ( Yi,, Yiz). Under censoring the random vectors 
(zi19zi2)=(xil A yi12xi*A yiZ),(6il,si*)=(11X,I~Y,I}, l{X,2<Y,*})? (1.1) 
are observed rather than the (X,r, Xi2). Note that the (Zir, Z,, 6ii, 8i2) 
are i.i.d. 
It is convenient to write, for (t,, t2) E [0, co) x [0, co), 
F(i,, id = W’i, > f,, xi, > tz), (1.2) 
H(tl,f,)=P(Zi16tl,Zj*~t,), H(il,i*)=P(Zil>tl,Zi*>f2), (1.3) 
H1.2(flv t2)=P(Zi* dtl)‘P(Zi2G b), 
Hi*(tl,t*)=P(Zil~tl,Z,~t,,6,=1), jE {1,2), 
H:(t*, iz)=P(Zil < tl, Z,T> t*, 6il = 1)~ 
H:(i,,t,)=P(Zi1>tl,Zi2~tZ,~iZ=1). 
The empirical analogs are 
fin(fl, t2)=n-’ i 1[0.r~]x[0,t~](Zi13 z~2h 
i=l 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
jE (1, q, (1.9) 
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with fiJT,, iz), fiE(t,, iz), and Ej,*,(i,, f2) defined in the obvious way. 
Along with the ordinary empirical process 
the pair of compound empirical processes (j= 1,2) 
plays an important role. The notation V,(i, , i2), ~!Iz(t,, i2), and V,*,(i,, t2) 
is defined similarly. For any a= (a,, u2), b = (b,, &)E iR* with a, < 6,, 
a2 < b2 we write (a, b] = (a,, b,] x a*, b,], and similarly [a, b), etc. The ( 
origin in lR* is written 0 = (0,O). 
ASSUMPTION 1.1. The poinr T = ( T, , T, ) E (0, a~ ) x (0, co ) is chosen such 
that H(T,, T2) >O. All functions in (1.2k(1.7) are supposed to be con- 
tinuous. Because Hi* d H we have Hi* $ H. It will be assumed that H + H,*, 
and that 
(1.12) 
M=ess sup - 
reCo,r, d:z (t)< O”’ 
(1.13) 
(Note that (1.13) is trivially fulfilled in the univariate case.) 
We will focus on estimation of the cumulative hazard function defined by 
R(t,, t2) = -1% Jli,, id, (t1, GE co, 00)x co, coo). (1.14) 
Under the conditions mentioned above the hazard gradient approach of 
Marshall [ 141 applies. Using the path-independence of line integrals (see, 
e.g., Apostol [3, Theorem lO-37]), Campbell [6] arrives at the expression 
and its empirical analog 
(1.16) 
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Properties of the bivariate empirical hazard process 
w,(f)= w,tt,, t*)=n”*uL(f1, t*)-R(t1, f*)), (tl,l,)=tE co, n 
(1.17) 
will be studied. 
2. LOCAL FLUCTUATION INEQUALITY 
Given any (random) function L: R* + [-co, co] it is convenient to 
write 
L{Wl}=L(~,,~*)-u ~,~~*)+L(~l,~,)-L(~,,~*). (2.1) 
The function 
~(n)=zi-‘~~log(l+x)d.r. I > 0; l/b(O) = 1, (2.2) 
will occur in the exponential probability bound. This function is con- 
tinuous on [0, co) and $(A) JO as 1 t co. We have, moreover, the useful 
property 
$(A) B-$(&A), OQ&<l, 120. (2.3) 
Throughout the remainder part of this paper the numbers A, B, CE (0, ca) 
denote generic constants that are independent of all the relevant 
parameters, like in particular the sample size n. Furthermore let 
YJL) = min{n-‘, exp( -nA)}, I>O. (2.4) 
Although the processes U, and U,: are not transformed to the unit inter- 
val it is clear (see, e.g., Einmahl [9, Section 63.~1) that the fluctuation 
inequalities in Einmahl [9, Inequality (2.5)] and Einmahl and Ruymgaart 
[ 10, Theorem 1.11 remain true in the present situation, so that for 
arbitrary (a, b] c [0, co] x [0, cc], nE N and A>0 we have 
GCexp H{(u,b]} ( -AL2 * (n”,HFk, b] } >> ’ 
PC sup IU,*{(% Sl>l an) 
(a.Pl c CabI 
(2.5) 
B’ 
di2Hj*{(u, b]} 
)), je{1,2}. (2.6) 
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Let us note that (cf. Einmahl and Ruymgaart [lo, formula (1.8)]) 
E6; 1 [O,tl] x [O,t*](zil 9 zi2) 
=E6,1 [O,tl] X [O,t,](Zil 9 zi2) 
=Hj*(t), (ll, l*)=tE [O, cO)x [O, Co), je t&2}. (2.7) 
The right-hand sides in (2.5) and (2.6) are to be understood as 0 in case 
Hf (a, b] > = 0 respectively Hj* ((Q, 6]> = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1 (local fluctuation inequality). Let Assumption 1.1 be 
satisfied. For all (a, b] c [ 0, T], n E N and I > 0 we have 
where the generic constants A, 3, C depend only on M, m f, m:, and T. 
Proof It is clear from (1.15), (1.16), and (2.1) that W,,((a, /?]I= 
C~=, w,&a, PI, where 
(2.9) 
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For 0 <a < 1 let us single out the subsets 
Qln= {A,(T,, T&(1 -4H(T1, T,)}, (2.15) 
~,“={~“{~~,,~,l~C~~~~)~~~+~~~~~~l~~,l~C~~~~~~~ (2.16) 
~~~~ ~A,*{hb,i xhb,i~ ai +w-m~,~,i~~~~~ wh (2.17) 
a,“={A,*,{~~,~~~~~,,~,l}6~~+~~~Z*~C~~~~~~~*~~*l~~~ (2.18) 
and let us introduce 
a,= ; Q,,. (2.19) 
k=l 
In order to find upper bounds for the P(&&) it turns out that for inter- 
vals (a, b] having not too small an H or Hi* mass, (2.5) or (2.6) gives a 
suitable result. For small masses of order l/n, however, a better upper 
bound is obtained by simply applying Chebyshev’s inequality. 
Let us choose Sz;, as an example and note that P(sZ;,) < 
C exp( - AnH: { (a, bl } 1 according to (2.6); by Chebyshev’s inequality 
we have P(i&,)<CH:((u,b]}. Hence P(Q;,)<min{CH:{(u,6]}, 
Cexp(-AnH:{(a, bl})} f or a proper choice of the generic constants. It is 
easily seen that the upper bounds for k # 3 are essentially of smaller order 
so that, using (1.12), we arrive at 
WJ:) < Cy’,(AH{(a, bl}). (2.20) 
Let us now consider the r.v.‘s 
It is obvious that (2.8) is proved when it can be shown that each of the 
probabilities P(suP,,~~ c (n,b3 I F?‘,,j(a, fi)I > A) is bounded above by the first 
term on the right in (2.8) for proper choices of the generic constants; note 
that the second term on the right in (2.8) is accounted for by (2.20). Since 
these r.v.‘s can be dealt with in more or less the same way let us just select 
two typical examples. 
Let us first take j= 3 and note that application of (1.12) yields 
sup I tt,,(a, 811 
(us81 = (o.bl 
< (1 -&I-’ (H(T,, TX3 (1 +E) Hita,, &I x CO, 4) 
x(l+~)H:{CO,~)x(az,~~l) sup Iu,{h., Sl>l 
(%Bl~~o.~l~cO.~l 
<CH,,&~Jl~ sup lUn{(ay 8111. (2.21) 
(%Bl~Co.~l~CO.~l 
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Application of (2.5) with (a, b] replaced by [0, a] x [0, co] yields 
P( sup I @Jay PII 2 2) 
(a./?1 c (a,bl 
Hence the right-hand side of (2.22) is of the required order of magnitude. 
As a second example let us take j= 5; in this case we do not need to 
restrict the r.v. to !S, so that we will consider W,Ja, /?). Partial integration 
yields that W,Ja, fi) = I;= 1 W$)(a, /?), where 
We can simply handle IV:;) by noting that (l/H(i,, I?)) t as u t . 
Restricting ourselves to W$)(a, /I) we observe that 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
Applying (2.6), the fact that H:{(a, b]} <H{(a, b]} along with (1.13), 
and (2.3) with .s=H~{(u, b]}/(MH,,,((u, 6-J)) we find 
fY sup I q:‘l an) 
(a.81 c (a,bl 
GCexp H:{(u, b]} ( -AA2 *( BA n1’2H2*{(u, 61) N 
GCexp 
( H,,$$l) + (n%$-(u, b,))) (2-27) 
which is of the desired order. Q.E.D. 
The theorem will now be applied to obtain inequalities for the local 
behavior of weighted bivariate empirical hazard processes. Under the 
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present conditions it is natural to weight the hazard process by an 
appropriate function of H,,, , the product of the marginals of H; we will 
consider 
wMl~,,2(~)“2-s, tE [O, T], o<s<q. (2.28) 
In most applications the intervals (a, 61 over which the local properties are 
considered, will arise as elements of a partition. In such cases the points a 
and b will be close together. A reasonable condition turns out to be 
0 <&,2(b) G H,,,(a) < H,,,(b). (2.29) 
THEOREM 2.2 (local behavior weighted processes). Let Assumption 1.1 
be fulfilled. For any nEN(, 120, O<cS<t and (a,b]c[O,T] with a,b 
satisfying (2.29) we have 
Proof: The proof may be patterned on that of Ruymgaart and Wellner 
[ 16, Corollary 2.13 or Einmahl and Ruymgaart [ 10, Corollary 2.13. Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section some global results will be briefly sketched by applying 
the local inequalities of the preceeding section. As an application of 
Theorem 2.2 we have the following result on strong convergence of 
weighted processes. 
Let Assumption 1.1 be fulfilled. Then there exists K E (1, co) such that 
lim sup 
I w,(t)1 
sup 
2 K 
(H,.,(t) log n)l’* ’ ’ 
(3.1) 
n-m rE[O.T]:H(1)5(Klogn)/n 
The proof is very similar to that of Ruymgaart and Wellner [16, 
Theorem 3.11 or Einmahl and Ruymgaart [ 10, Theorem 2.11. Let us for 
NE N introduce the partition 
p=,f(H;’ ((j-y), H;‘(Z)] 
~(H;‘((k-~‘T2),H;1(~)]: j,kt{l,...,N}] (3.2) 
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and, for N= [4n/K] + 1, consider the subfamily 
(3.3) 
It is easy to see that 
{MO, nH(t)>(Klogn)/n}~ u (a,61 
(u.bl~9n 
c {t E [O, T]: H(t) 2 (Klog n)/(2n)}. 
(3.4) 
Because each (a, 61 E 9 satisfies (2.29), application of Theorem 2.2 to any 
(a, b] E 9” leads to an upper bound that can be made suitably small by 
choosing K sufficiently large. Due to (1.13) we have, moreover, that 
HJb) > H(6)/M> (Klog n)/(2nM). This implies that 
‘Y,(H(b)) < C exp( -AKlog n), (3.5) 
which is sufficiently small for K sufficiently large. 
Along similar lines weak convergence of the weighted bivariate hazard 
process might be considered. We will, however, rather consider an 
application of Theorem 2.1 to the estimation of the hazard rate. Although 
other definitions might be appropriate let us here consider, under suitable 
smoothness conditions, 
p(t)=a’R(t,, t2yat, at,. (3.6) 
We restrict this discussion to naive estimators of the form 
(3.7) 
where for suitable r(n) E (0, co) 
I, n = (fl -fyi”, tl + fy;“] x (t2 - fy;“, t, + iy;“]. (3-g) 
Next let us introduce 
p,(t)= (YX’ W”h (3.9) 
It is tacitly understood that in the above expressions we take 
R(t) = B,(t) = 0 for f 4 [0, co) x [0, co). Since it is well known that the 
speed of convergence to 0 of the non-random part pn - p depends on the 
smoothness of p, we will only consider the random part fi,-p,. Let A 
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denote Lebesgue measure in R’-. Let us assume that H,,, 6 n so that 
H 4,4, in view of Assumption 1.1 and that, for some SE [O, T), 
ess sup dH,2 -&‘)-+ (3.10) 
fE [ST1 
O<ess inf 
rErs,r,3’)* 
(3.11) 
We will, moreover, need that 
If in addition to Assumption 1.1 conditions (3.1Ok(3.12) are fulfilled, 
there exists KE (0, 00) such that 
112 as. 
sup I/%,(t) - p,(t)1 G K. (3.13) 
re(S,Tl 
The proof follows as usual by partitioning (S, T] into rectangles with 
sides of order r; l/* in such a way that any square in (3.8) intersects at most 
4 adjacent rectangles in the partition. Denoting this partition by 9” we have 
ny, 
0 
112 
log n 
sup M,(t) - &(t)l 
fE(S.Tl 
< 4(y, log n)-‘I* max sup IK((% ml. 
(abl Eel (c&B] c (c&b] 
Due to (3.10) the HI,* mass of each (a, 61~9~ is uniformly of order yn. By 
condition (3.11) the numbers Y,JAH{ (a, 61 }) are uniformly of the right 
order as well. 
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